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T erra Nova Books is an independent
publishing company based in
Santa Fe, New Mexico. We are

entering our fifth year of bringing great
books to an ever-expanding public.

In the last four years, we have brought
over 25 books to market in a wide range
of genres, including memoir, self-help,
novels, and poetry.

We are excited to present our Spring 2016
Catalog, which includes new and recent
releases, and our backlist.

New Releases

Our new releases highlight the quality and
diversity of our offerings. Francie Healey’s
Eat to Beat Alzheimer’s is an important new
book that combines the latest research
with easy-to-make, delicious recipes to
combat dementia. As an innovative
adjunct to the book, readers will gain
exclusive access to a website that will
continue to present even-newer research
and additional recipes.

Jewish Rites of Death, by Richard A. Light, is
both a creative reflection on the experience
of death by those who willingly engage in
the Jewish rituals that accompany it, and a
practical guide for the deceased’s loved
ones regarding what makes a “Jewish
burial” and how it can be achieved. 

In her debut novel, Incarnation, Laura
Davis Hays takes the reader into the world
of past lives and rebirth, telling the tales 
of Kelsey Depuis and Iriel, two young
women bound by a single soul yet
separated by thousands of years.

The latest book by author Michael French,
Once Upon A Lie, tells the story of Jaleel
and Alex, two very different young people
brought together by fate and united by
the challenges of adultery and murder.

We invite you to browse our selection and
dive into our great reads. We’re sure you’ll
be impressed with the quality of our
books and the range of our offerings.

—The Terra Nova Staff
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200 pages � 6" x 9" � Paperback
978-1-938288-61-6 � $17.95
June 2016 � World rights

SPECIAL BONUS:
Purchase includes exclusive access 
to the author’s website and blog,
with additional delicious recipes and
continually updated reports on the
latest Alzheimer’s research.

Eat to Beat Alzheimer’s
Delicious Recipes and 
New Research to Prevent and 
Slow Dementia
Francie Healey
Eat to Beat Alzheimer’s offers a practical 
guide and an empowering tool to bring
nourishing, healthful, and delicious food
into the lives of people concerned about
Alzheimer’s and other cognitive problems.
Almost 9 million people in the U.S. suffer
from Alzheimer’s and other forms of
dementia, and the toll is rapidly increasing.
This book will appeal to everyone concerned
about dementia and memory loss in either
themselves or a loved one.

Recent research makes clear that the impact
of aging on the brain can be reduced by
simple diet and lifestyle modifications. The
delicious food choices and easy-to-prepare
recipes in this book are based on the latest
findings showing that they can help slow the
progression of Alzheimer’s and other
conditions like it, or prevent them entirely.

Francie Healey is a licensed mental health
counselor in private practice in Santa Fe, N.M.
She specializes in the psychology of eating,
helping people with health conditions to
develop conscious eating habits and
understand how food contributes to healing.

NEW RELEASES

SAMPLE RECIPE PAGES
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164 pages � 81/2" x 81/2" � Paperback
978-1-938288-55-5 � $23.95
May 2016 � World rights

Farewell, Aleppo
My Father, My People, and
Their Long Journey Home

Claudette E. Sutton

178 pages � 6" x 9"
Paperback � $16.95
978-1-938288-40-1

Jewish Rites of Death
Stories of Beauty and
Transformation
Richard A. Light
Jewish Rites of Death: Stories of Beauty and
Transformation is an introduction to the inter-
world space where death and life meet.
There, the physical actions, the prayers, and
the kavanah involved in Jewish death rituals
open a window on a truly unique experience.

Though death is a subject many strive to
avoid, it must always be faced. Jewish Rites of
Death offers a wealth of information to
answer the many practical questions
survivors will have when a death occurs,
ranging from subjects like wills, cemeteries,
and organ donation to the specifics of what
makes a “Jewish burial” and how it can be
achieved.

But beyond this, Rick Light’s unique new
book emphasizes both the essential role of
the community and the specific gifts these
hallowed rituals bring to those who make
them possible—the inspiration, the wonder,
the heightened awareness, and a stronger,
more-blessed faith.

Richard A. Light has been teaching spiritual
development in various ways for more than
thirty years, and has been studying and
practicing meditation for more than forty
years. He also teaches backpacking, rock
climbing, and other outdoor skills. He is a
leader in the community of those who
prepare Jewish bodies for burial, and has
published two books on the subject.

Life for the Jews of Aleppo, Syria, had been
marked by comfort and harmony for thou-
sands of years until the upheaval of a wave
of anti-Semitism in the late 1930s.
Claudette Sutton movingly details the
path that led one of those Jews—her fa-
ther, Mike—on a strange journey to the
U.S. and a community of his fellow Syrians
who never quite left their culture behind.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Sogyal Rinpoche calls Death, “a
mirror in which the entire meaning of
Life is reflected.” Jewish Rites of
Death is a beautiful and inspiring
reflection, offering Jewish wisdom
that illuminates the greatest mystery
that we all must face. With
unflinching courage and open-
hearted tenderness, Rick Light faces
Death, revealing its power to open us
to the preciousness of Life. Jewish
Rites of Death achieves the rare
integration of practicality and poetry.

—Rabbi Shefa Gold, author of
The Magic of Hebrew Chant:
Healing the Spirit, Transforming
the Mind, Deepening Love
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388 pages � 51/2" x 81/2" � Paperback
978-1-938288-44-9 � $26.95
February 2016 � World rights

HotelAtlantis
Juliette Lauber

395 pages � 51/2" x 81/2"
Paperback � $22.00
978-1-938288-09-8

Incarnation
Laura Davis Hays
Kelsey Depuis, Santa Fe scientist, and Iriel—
betrothed on Atlantis to a man she cannot
love—are two young women bound by a
single soul.

In Kelsey’s everyday world, three men shape
her life: Myron Crouch, the boss of BioVenture
Enterprises; Harrison Stillman, a brilliant
colleague of hers there; and Stan Dresser, who
twists her feelings with his kisses and lies.

But gradually, growingly, Iriel is shaping her
life too. Through dreams and visions, she
draws Kelsey into the ancient realm where
refusal to marry Gewil has driven her to
daring flight with fantastic creatures across a
strange and terrible land.

As Kelsey joins other BioVenture researchers
testing a new organism on a remote
Caribbean island, turmoil and violence
darken her fate—and Iriel’s presence grows
stronger. Worlds shift and merge, danger
grows. Past and present, vengeance and love
swirl together as the seas rise up, the seas
that once swallowed Atlantis.

Tested in a life-or-death struggle, Kelsey 
must face an ordeal she can survive only
through great courage and deep karmic
understanding.

LauraDavisHays is a California native, the
only child of a physicist and a librarian. Her
prize-winning body of work includes a
forthcoming fantasy series, the Atlantis
Material, and a collection of linked stories
set in Denmark, her ancestral homeland.

In this visually lush metaphysical and
romantic thriller, the forces battling over
nature and Gaia play out again the deadly
karmic dance that ended 3,500 years ago
with the planet's most violent volcanic
eruption. Infinite layers of the past are relived
again through Hotel Atlantis as ancient power
joins with modern love in a fateful struggle to
change the tragic ending.

ALSO AVAILABLE

In smart and elegant language, Hays
deftly weaves equal parts of science,
romance, adventure, and fantasy into
a captivating novel that invites the
reader to consider the
interconnectedness of the past,
present, and future.

—Linda Durham, Founder/Director,
The Wonder Institute
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386 pages � 51/2" x 81/2" � Paperback
978-1-938288-65-4 � $26.95
March 2016 � World rights

TheReconstruction
ofWilsonRyder
Michael French

289 pages � 51/2" x 81/2"
Paperback � $20.95
978-1-938288-23-4

Once Upon A Lie
Michael French
Twelve-year-old Jaleel is on the run after the
police in his tiny Texas town try to frame him
for the death of his father. A world away,
Alexandra (known as “Alex”) is growing up
amid all the material comforts a wealthy Los
Angeles lawyer can provide. One day, a
simple cup of lemonade unites their lives,
leading to a maze of adultery and murder
that shatters Alex’s youthful innocence and
Jaleel’s struggle to reshape his life.

While the forces of the law try to unravel
the mysterious death—or at least find a
scapegoat—the two youths see the
trajectories of their lives entwine, unravel, and
come together again. Justice, Alex learns, can
be a strange and nebulous thing, easily
enmeshed in webs of loyalty and betrayal.
Justice, Jaleel finds, can be a powerful—but
dangerous—rock on which to build a life of
honor and courage. As their stories play out
over the years in cities far apart, best-selling
author Michael French fills the world of Alex
and Jaleel with a cast of vivid characters both
supporting and threatening their efforts to
build a life that“works”amid the expectancies
of others and their own conflicting drives.

Friends of Michael French describe him as a
“hyperactive omnivore” (a charge he admits
to) feeding on politics, art, capitalism, religion,
history, travel, and popular culture.

French’s work, which includes several best-
sellers, has been warmly reviewed in the New
York Times and been honored with a number
of literary prizes.

Life for five-year-old Will Ryder is defined
by a face left disfigured by fire. Though his
English professor father and precocious
sister comfort and support him, the
mother who abandoned them all can
never be forgotten. Readers of all ages 
and backgrounds will identify with Will’s
journey of growth and development. 

BY THE SAME AUTHOR

French shows a skillful hand with
characters’ voices and dialogue,
effectively capturing very different
perspectives in both third and first
person. The scenes of tension and
suspense work well.

—Kirkus Reviews, June 2015
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367 pages � 5" x 8" � Paperback
978-1-938288-46-3 � $21.95
Recently released � World rights

TheScourge
Keen Butterworth

176 pages � 51/2" x 81/2"
Paperback � $14.95
978-1-938288-52-4

Love and Death in 
a Perfect World
Barbara Gerber
Rosemary Ellis has a vision for her perfect
life—a loving husband, a cherished child, 
and a career built on the principles of right
livelihood. So why won’t the world comply?

Amid the struggles of making even a good
marriage work, the embattled belief that we
control our own destinies, and the striving to
find connection in a disconnected world, the
Ellis family must survive.

With stark honesty, piercing insight, and wry
humor, Love and Death in a Perfect World
follows the arc of a woman’s life from tender
adolescence to her hard-edged forties,
exploring deep questions about human
nature and modern life.

In Love and Death in a Perfect World, first-time
novelist Barbara Gerber delivers a richly
textured yet unsentimental portrait of a
family that keeps on keeping on, and of a
woman who expects to “live in the light” but
instead must fight to find her own light in the
darkness of everyday life.

Barbara Gerber is a writer, editor, and 
high school teacher who lives in Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with her husband and two
children. Originally from Long Island, New
York, she often finds herself dreaming of the
ocean, looking for another cat to adopt, and
eating entirely too much chocolate.

In his debut novel, author Keen Butterworth
has painted a vivid portrait of both man and
nature as Jake Battle—haunted by his past in
Vietnam, soothed by the love he shares with
a beautiful woman, fighting to prove his
friend is not a killer—pursues a dangerous
manhunt across the rugged beauty of the
frozen northern Rockies.

RECENTLY RELEASED

I kept wanting to turn the pages to see
what happens to Rosemary and her
family. This book is an honest account
of what marriage, mothering, and
finding one's way entail in an imperfect
world filled with expectations of a
perfect life.

—Peg Johnson, Library Director,
Santa Fe Community College

RECENTLY RELEASED
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BACK LIST FICTION

BACK LIST POETRY WITH PHOTOGRAPHY

Michele Heeney

The Polka Dot Chair
New and Selected Poems

 
 

R. Douglas Clark

Homer 
translation by samuel butler

TWO SAGAS OF AWARRIOR TESTED BY
THE GODS ON THE LONG JOURNEY HOME

R. Douglas Clark

Homer 
translation by samuel butler
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R. Douglas Clark

Homer 
translation by samuel butler

TheMonkeyTree
NewandSelectedPoems
Michele Heeney
978-1-938288-26-5 � $12.95

ThePolkaDotChair
NewandSelectedPoems
Michele Heeney
978-1-938288-25-8 � $12.95

Fishing theDesert
Poems: Brooks Robards
Photography: Siegfried Halus
978-1-938288-45-6 � $14.95

TheScourge
Keen Butterworth
978-1-938288-52-4 � $14.95

AmericanOdyssey
R. Douglas Clark
978-1-938288-10-4 � $12.95

AmericanOdyssey&
The Odyssey
R. Douglas Clark & Homer
978-1-938288-36-4 � $26.95

TheReconstructionof
Wilson Ryder
Michael French
978-1-938288-23-4 � $20.95

Love andDeath in a
Perfect World
Barbara Gerber
978-1-938288-46-3 � $21.95

Hotel Atlantis
Juliette Lauber
978-1-938288-09-8 � $22.00
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DR. CHARLES FRANKLIN, PH.D., LCSW, BCD

Find passion and success now with
this manual of simple practices 

Find passion and success now with
this manual of simple practices 

Create
the Life 

YouNeed!
PROVEN 

TECHNIQUES TO 
TAKE CONTROL OF 

YOUR FUTURE

   

            
          

    

            
           

            
           

     

     

          
           

        

     

          
            

        
          

 

  

        
        

        
         
       
        

       
        

        
        

             
       

            
         

          
      

A 
Reporter’s 

World
PASSIONS,
PLACES,

AND PEOPLE

Wally Gordon
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BACK LIST MEMOIR/MOTIVATION

Create the Life You
Need!
Dr. Charles Franklin, PhD,
LCSW, BCD
978-1-938288-24-1 � $12.95

Letters from Alfonso
Learning to Listen
Earl Kessler
978-1-938288-22-7 � $19.95

My Life with Lifers
Lessons for A Teacher:
Humanity Has No Bars
Elaine Leeder
978-1-938288-02-9 � $14.95

Farewell, Aleppo
MyFather,MyPeople, and
Their Long JourneyHome
Claudette E. Sutton
978-1-938288-40-1 � $16.95

Chef Fritz andHis City
MyEducation in the
Master’s Kitchen
Samuel Young
978-1-938288-37-1 � $19.95

AReporter’sWorld
Passions, Places, and
People
Wally Gordon
978-1-938288-04-3 � $26.95

Praise forFarewell,
Aleppo
A multi-faceted biography
of her father and his long-
ago journey from ancient
Aleppo to skyscraper
America—and against
that background,
Claudette Sutton offers us
not only the story of the
vanished Syrian-Jewish
culture in Aleppo, now a
battleground in Syria’s civil
war, but also a look at
how that culture still
survives, and still
nourishes Syrian Jews
now living in America. 
A treasure of a book.

—Bernard Kalb, former
correspondent for the
New York Times, CBS
News and NBC News,
and Assistant Secretary
of State for Public Affairs

Praise forThe
Reconstruction of
Wilson Ryder
Michael French’s new
novel is superb. He has
created extremely original,
complicated characters
. . . and woven their story
into the fascinating
contempo rary art scene.
From the very first page, 
I was interested in
everything about Will
Ryder, and moved by the
author’s compassion and
lack of sentimentality in
telling a tale which could
so easily have been too
‘sweet.’ This book gave me
that rarest of treats: a story
and a relationship that
had me absorbed and
touched from the very first
page, and I honestly could
not put it down.

—Ali MacGraw, Actress
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MIDWEST
Stuart Abraham
TEL (800) 701-2489
FAX (952) 927-8089
stu@abrahamassociatesinc.com
Roy Schonfeld
TEL (216) 291-3538
FAX (216) 691-0548
roy@abrahamassociatesinc.com
John Mesjak
TEL (815) 899-0079
FAX (815) 261-4114
john@abrahamassociatesinc.com
Ted Seykora
TEL (800) 701-2489
FAX (952) 927-8089
ted@abrahamassociatesinc.com
Emily Johnson
TEL (800) 701-2489
FAX (952) 927-8089
emily@abrahamassociatesinc.com
SOUTHEAST
Don Morrison
Barbara Arendall
Amy Willis
TEL (336) 775-0226
FAX (336) 775-0239
msgbooks@aol.com
MID ATLANTIC/NEW ENGLAND
Bill Hoar
TEL (800) 231-4469
FAX (800) 307-5163
bill@cheshud.com

FREIGHT POLICY 
All shipping is via UPS/FedEx Ground
unless requested otherwise. FOB Gardena.
Any shortages or any merchandise
received damaged must be reported
within 20 days of the invoice date.
CREDIT
All accounts are NET 30 DAYS.
DISCOUNT POLICY 
Titles may be mixed to qualify for a
discount. Orders of 1–4 books must be
prepaid. Reorders will be given the
same discount as the initial order for
the season.

Ted Wedel
TEL (800) 231-4469
FAX (800) 307-5163
ted@cheshud.com
Michael Gourley
TEL (800) 231-4469
FAX (800) 307-5163
michael@cheshud.com
Steve Straw
TEL (800) 231-4469
FAX (800) 307-5163
steve@cheshud.com
Janine Jensen
TEL (800) 231-4469
FAX (800) 307-5163
janine@cheshud.com
Sally Lindsay
TEL (800) 231-4469
FAX (800) 307-5163
sally@cheshud.com
WEST
Howard Karel
TEL (415) 668-0829
FAX (415) 668-2463
hkarel@comcast.net
Bob Harrison
TEL (206) 542-1545
FAX (206) 546-5716
bharrison451@earthlink.net
Lise Solomon
TEL (510) 528-0579
FAX (510) 900-1088
lise.solomon@sonic.net

Distribution to the Trade by SCB Distributors
SCB DISTRIBUTORS SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Dory Dutton
TEL (818) 269-4882
FAX (480) 247-5158
dory.dutton@valleyvillagemail.com
SOUTHWEST (TOLA)
Sal McLemore
TEL (281) 360-5204
FAX (281) 360-5215
salmclemor@aol.com
Larry Hollern
TEL (806) 351-0566
FAX (806) 351-2741
lhollern@aol.com
WESTERN CANADA
Sandra Hargreaves
Steve Paton
Colin Fuller
TEL (604) 222-2955
harful@telus.net
ONTARIO/MARITIME PROVINCES
Terry Fernihough
TEL (613) 721-9236
FAX (613) 721-9827
fernihough@storm.ca
QUEBEC
Karen Stacey
tEL (514) 704-3626
FAX (800) 596-8496
stacey.karen@gmail.com
Karen Alweil Studio
TEL (800) 600-3458
FAX (213) 746-5414
sales@karenalweilstudio.com

RETURN POLICY—U.S.A.
No permission is required for returns
on trade titles within one year of
purchase (include original invoice
number and date purchased); after one
year, permission is required. All returns
must ship directly to the warehouse.
All maps are strictly nonreturnable.
RETURN POLICY—CANADA
Permission is required for returns on all
trade titles.
PAYMENTS
All payments for orders outside the U.S.
must be remitted in U.S. funds only.

SCB ORDERING INFORMATION

SCB DISTRIBUTORS
15608 South New Century Drive
Gardena, CA 90248
(800) 729-6423
(310) 532-9400
fax (310) 532-7001
email info@scbdistributors.com
www.scbdistributors.com



Terra Nova Books Order Form

Name

Address

City State/Province Zip

Phone Email

Payment method

� Check (payable to Terra Nova Books) � Visa � MasterCard � AmEx � Discover

Card Number Exp. Date Security Code Signature

Order three ways: By mail: By phone By fax:
Terra Nova Books (505) 670-9319 (509) 461-9333
33 Alondra Road
Santa Fe, NM 87508

QUANTITY TITLE ISBN (Last 3 digits) PRICE TOTAL

Total

Discount—On orders of 6 or more, we will discount 20% (mix-and-match titles) ( )

Total

Shipping ($3 + $1/bk.)

Total (We pay the tax!)
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